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1 - Xchanger : A Brief Explanation 

 

1.1 - Xchanger is a Composite System: 

 

Xchanger has several more basic components in its body (figure 1). Those 

components include News Server, Mail Server, XML Feeders and Web 

Interfaces, SQL Database, RSS Archive, File Archive and the Core. All 

these components’ harmony is kept by the Core of the system. News 

Server and Mail Server have their own databases. They save data related 

to only what their names suggest. However a separate SQL Database is 

built to logically connect the data in the two other databases for numerous 

features of the system described below. The SQL Database also holds data 

for user information. For often-repeated information requests, XML 

Archive takes the jobs to fasten the system. File Archive is where the 

public attachments will be saved.  

 

News Server

CORE

Mail Server

Web Site

RSS Feeds

RSS Archive

SQL Database

File Archive
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1.2 - Xchanger is a News Server: 

 

Users of the system are able to subscribe to news groups of the system 

and to post and read articles. While sending and receiving posts, users will 

be able to attach files for others to download. These attachments are 

going to be moved to the system’s archives for later downloads by any 

other user. System will be providing a search feature to its users. To make 

the search feature work, key words for those attachments are going to be 

either derived by the system using some smart techniques or given by the 

uploader with some description to aid later search. 

 

1.3 - Xchanger provides WebMail Interface: 

 

System has a webmail interface for its users to send and receive mails. In 

addition to this, users have some amount of quota and can save their file 

on the systems servers. Whenever the user wishes or the quota is full, all 

the files in a specific directory, with one click, can be downloaded to the 

users PC and free their space. Users can modify their options such that 

they will be able receive the articles those are sent to user-specified news 

groups and read these articles using their mail accounts. The same is 

available for mail lists. RSS documents from any source will also be 

available to be read using mail accounts. 

 

1.4 - Xchanger has Mail Lists: 

 

People who have already joined the Xchanger system will also be able to 

join mail lists. Each mail list has its owner and, if needed, with the 

approval of the owner of that mail lists users will be able read mails those 

are posted by other members of that mail list. Via mail lists, users are 

able to make attachments. If the sender gives permission, these 

attachments will be moved to the systems archives and available for other 

users of the system just like it was in news groups. Making suitable 
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adjustments to their account options, users can read and reply mail to 

mail lists, using their email accounts. 

 

1.5 - Xchanger Publishes and Receives RSS Documents: 

 

System is capable of publishing RSS documents to its users which are 

going to be compiled according to previously user-determined criteria. 

Those RSS documents may include data which is compiled using the 

system’s news server databases. In other words, users are going to able 

to get RSS documents which include articles those are posted to the 

system’s new groups, and publish them any where they want. System 

also can get RSS documents from the users. Using this feature users will 

be able to publish their own data (may be blogs etc.) using the system’s 

interfaces. 
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2 – Use Case Diagrams 

 

2.1 – Use Case Diagrams for Administrator: 

 

Update

Member Data

Use Case Diagram: Administrator / Members

Administrator

View Member

Details

 

 

 

 

Get Details of

Members of Mail

Lists

Get Report of

Mail List

Use Case Diagram: Administrator / Mail Lists

Administrator

Remove Existing

Mail List
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Get News

Group Report

Get User

Details

Archive News

Group

Remove News

Group

Use Case Diagram: Administrator / News Groups

Administrator

Start News

Group
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2.2 – Use Case Diagrams for Members: 

 

 

 

Reply to

Articles

(Un)Subscribe to

News Groups

Search Among

Articles

Download Selected

Articles

Request Selected

Articles to be Posted

to Mail Account

Post Article

Use Case Diagram: Member / News Group

Member

Read Articles
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Make Custom

RSS Feed Request

Provide RSS

Feed To System

Use Case Diagram: Member / RSS

Member

Make RSS Feed

Request

(To Be Compiled

From Newsgroups)

 

 

Prepare

Polls

Invite Others

Manage

PreferencesMake Search in

Mails

Use Case Diagram: Member / Mail List

Member

Compose

New Mail

Make Search for

Other Mail Lists

Download

(Archive) a

Directory to PC

Read Mails
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Backup

Directory

Save Mail as

Template

Report Spam

Move Mails

From one Dir. to

Another

Prepare

Contact Lists

Make Search in

Mails

Mark Mails as

Starred / Read /

Unread...

Use Case Diagram: Member / Webmail

Member

Compose

New Mail

Define Filters

Configure Auto

Replay Options

Download

(Archive) a

Directory to PC
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3 – Class Diagrams 

 

 

Kisi

id : Long

adi         : String

soyadi : String

kullaniciAdi   : String

parola          : String

cinsiyet         : String

statu : Statu

eposta1 : String

eposta2 : String

webAdresi : String

imza         : String

TCKimlikNo : String

ePostalar        : EPostalar

resim : String

sonGiris         : Date

sonGirisIP : String

makaleler         : Makalaler

haberGruplari : HaberGruplari

ePostaListeleri:      MailListeleri

Kisiler

kisiler    :    Kisi[]

CollectionBase

InnerList : Object[]

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CollectionBase

InnerList : Object[]
EPostaListesi

adres          :    String

aciklama    :    String

adi              :    String

ePostalar   :    EPostalar

uyeler        :    Kisiler

sahip          :    Kisi

anketler     :    Anketler

tarih           :     Date

EPostaListeleri

ePostaListeleri   :    EPostaListesi[]
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CollectionBase

InnerList : Object[]
HaberGrubu

yonetici   :    Kisi

yol            :    String

tarih         :     Data

makaleler :    Makaleler

HaberGruplari

haberGruplari  :    HaberGrubu[]

 

 

 

 

 

 

EPosta

gonderen :    Kisi

alicilar       :    Kisiler

dizin          :    Dizin

konu         :    String

tarih          :    Data

metin        :    String

eklentiler  :    Eklentiler

statu         :    MaiStatu

okundu    :    Bool

EPostalar

ePostalar   :    EPosta[]

CollectionBase

InnerList : Object[]

 

Anket

baslik                   :    String

secenekler           :    Secenekler

acilmaTarihi        :    Date

kapanmaTarihi   :    Date

ePostaListesi      :    EPostaListesi

oylayanlar           :    Kisiler Anketler

anketler    :     Anket[]

CollectionBase

InnerList : Object[]
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Eklenti

yol                           :    String

reyting                    :    Int

dosyaAdi               :    String

anahtarKelimeler   :    String[]

tarih                         :    Date

boyut                      :    Long Eklentiler

eklentiler  :    Eklenti[]

CollectionBase

InnerList : Object[]

 

 

CollectionBase

InnerList : Object[]
Makale

baslik           :    String

metin           :    String

gonderen    :    Kisi

eklentiler     :    Eklentiler

tarih             :    Data

makaleler     :    Makaleler

ilkMakale    :    Bool
Makaleler

makaleler    :    Makale[]

 

 

 

Dizin

adi             :    String

ePostalar  :    EPostalar

dizinTipi   :    DizinTipi

tarih           :    Date

Kontak

sahip                :    Kisi

kontakListesi  :    Kisiler

isim                   :    Dizin

tarih                  :    Date

Secenekler

metin               :    String

secilmeAdeti  :    Int

secenlar          :    Kisiler

DizinTipi

id    :    Int

adi  :    String

MailStatu

id      :    Int

adi    :    String
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4 – Database Diagrams 
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5 – Graphical User Interfaces 

 

 

5.1 - GUIs Related To email Lists: 

 

 

AraEPosta-Listesi:

 Liste 1

Liste 2

Liste 3

Liste 4

Liste 5

EPosta Listeleri:

SilUye ListesiAna Sayfasina Git

Secilen E-Posta Listesi icin:

Uye 1

Uye 2

Uye 3

Uye 4

Uye 5

Uyeler Listesi:

Uye Detayi Goster >>
 

 

Descriptions: 

 

E-Posta Listesi: Describes related e-mail list. In order to find it, [Ara] 

button is used. 

 

E-Posta Listeleri: Describes result of search. Lists found are listed. 
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Secilen Eposta Listesi icin: Describes operations for the selected e-mail 

list in the list. 

 

Ana Sayfasina Git: Button to go to the main page of the selected list. In 

the main page, administrator reaches all data of the list including mails, 

files etc. 

 

Uye Listesi: Button to list the members of the selected list. 

 

Sil: Button to delete the selected list. 

 

Uyeler Listesi: Describes the list of the members of the selected list. It is 

displayed after clicking [Uye Listesi] button. A member is selected from 

the list. 

 

Uye Detayi Goster: Describes the hyperlink for displaying details of the 

selected member from Uyeler Listesi. 
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Opsiyonlar:

Yeni grup  olustur

Grubu pasif yap

Grubu aktiflestir

Adi:

Uygula Iptal

Yolu: com.pl.oo

 List Item 1

 List Item 2

 List Item 3

 List Item 4

 List Item 5

Haber Gruplari Listesi:

 

Descriptions: 

 

Opsiyonlar: Describes the option list of the page. 

 

Yeni Grup Olustur: Describes the option to create a new news group. 

 

Grubu Pasif Yap:  Describes the option to make a group passive. 

 

Grubu aktiflestir: Describes the option to activate a passive group. 

 

Haber Gruplari Listesi: Describes the list of news groups. The list 

changes according to selected option. 

 

Adi: Describes the name of the newly created group. This is displayed if 

‘Yeni Grup Olustur’ option is selected  
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Yolu: Describes the path of the newly created group. This is displayed if 

‘Yeni Grup Olustur’ option is selected. 

 

Uygula: Button to apply changes. 

 

Iptal: Button to cancel changes. 

 

 

 List Item 1

 List Item 2

 List Item 3

 List Item 4

 List Item 5

Haber Gruplari Listesi:

Arsivleme Tipleri:

Sunucudan silerek arsivle

Sunucudan silmeden arsivle

IptalTamam

 

Descriptions: 

 

Haber Gruplari Listesi: Describes the list of available news groups. One 

of them is selected to go forward application. 

 

Arsivleme Tipleri:  Describes the types of archiving news groups. If 

‘Delete the articles from server’ is selected, then articles are deleted from 

database of the news server and archived on the web server computer. 

Hence, articles are not displayed in the list of articles of the group 

however, in a detailed search; administrator is able to reach archived 

articles. 

 

Tamam: Button to apply changes. 

 

Iptal: Button to cancel changes. 
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5.2 - GUIs Related To RSS & News Groups: 

 

 

 

Descriptions: 

 

This is the main page of newsgroups. There are three main parts in 

the page. One is at left side. The list of subscribed newsgroups is here. 

The second part (at upper part of body) is the list of article names of 

chosen news group. The third part is at bottom side of site. At this part 

user can see an article with the properties (subject, sender of articles, 

possible attachments). User can click a newsgroup in first part. Then, the 

articles of it are listed at second side. Then, user can click an article to see 

it at third part. 

There are also some tools at this page. These are: 

• Write: This is for writing an article. If user chooses an article 

and clicks Write, then this will be a reply of the article 
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• Seçili Olanlari...: This tool has three options for selected 

articles: these are Sending Mail, Make Read, Download 

and Don’t Show Me 

• Ara : Searching tool 

 

 

 

Descriptions: 

 

 This page is for sending articles. There three text box. One is 

subject of article, one is the receiver newsgroup, or other user’s mail 

addresses. The last is for body of article. And the button Gonder finalizes 

the sending. 
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Descriptions: 

 

 This is the setting page about subscribing to newsgroups. User 

can select the newsgroups and subscribe them using Kaydet button. 

Vazgeç button is for discarding the changes and go back to main 

newsgroups side. User can also make search among the newsgroups using 

Ara tool. 
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Descriptions: 

 

This page is the main RSS page. At this page, there is a menu at 

left-hand side. Using this menu, user can: 

• Get information about usage of RSS, keywords etc. by using the 

links RSS Kullanımı and Sıkça Sorulan Sorular. 

• Download tools: 

o RSS Reader: To read RSSs any where this program or 

code supplies users multiply options to read. And also 

one can read other RSS feeds.  

o RSS Writer: This tool is for double sided RSS users. User 

wants to send articles in their own sides can write their 

articles to RSS documents using this tool. 

 

The body of the site supplies users choosing any RSS feed or 

forming a new custom RSS. 
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• Choosing RSS: There are two lists at the upper side of body of part. 

One of them includes the RSS pool. Other is user’s own RSSs. User 

can choose a RSS from the RSS pool and transfer it to his own side 

using “>>>>” button. Also user can transfer his/her own RSS to 

the RSS pool for other users to use if there is not same RSS in the 

pool. 

• User can choose any RSS:  s/he can see the details of it by using 

Ayrıntı Göster button. This is another page was shown below. 

• User also can form a new custom RSS feed at bottom part of the 

body. The steps of forming RSS: 

o RSS Adi: Name of RSS feed 

o Haber Grubu Seç: Choosing a newsgroup. It can be chosen 

Hepsi to choose all newsgroups. 

o Çift Yönlü RSS Đstiyorum: This checkbox means double side 

RSS. If this is checked, the steps below will be disabled and will 

be set default values. 

o Kişi Seç: Choosing a member. It can be chosen Hepsi for 

choosing all members. This step means that user can choose 

any one’s articles. 

o Tarih Seçenekleri: There are three options to determine 

constraints about date  

� Son x Makale: Means last 1 or 5 or 10 or 20 articles 

� ...Den Đtibaren: Means “since any date” 

� Son x Gün: Means 1 or 5 or 10 days’ articles 

o Kaydet: Saves the RSS feed. 

o Temizle: Clears the forms to theirs defaults values. 
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Descriptions: 

 

This page is for the details of RSS feeds. User can see the details of RSS 

here. If the feed is user’s own feed, then s/he can change its some details.  

o RSS Adi: Name of RSS feed 

o RSS Path: The path of RSS that user can reach it to read; 

o Haber Grubu Seç: Choosing a newsgroup. It can be chosen 

Hepsi for choosing all newsgroups. 

o Çift Yönlü RSS Istiyorum: This checkbox means double sided 

RSS. If this is checked, the steps below will be disabled and will 

be set default values. 

o Kişi Seç: Choosing a member. It can be chosen Hepsi for 

choosing all members. This step means that user can choose any 

ones articles only 

o Tarih Seçenekleri: There are three options to determine 

constraints about date  

� Son x Makale: Means last 1 or 5 or 10 or 20 articles 

� ...Den Đtibaren: Means “since any date” 
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� Son x Gün: Means 1 or 5 or 10 days’ articles 

o Kaydet: Saves the RSS feed. 

o Vazgeç: No change is done. It also means “go back to main RSS 

page”. 

 

5.3 - GUIs Related To Web Mail: 

 

Although it is easy to understand, we will explain some important 
parts of the below user interfaces. Also we will try to explain the idea 

behind. 
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Descriptions: 

 

  Yildizli Postalar holds the important mails that are starred 
by the user before. User can create new directories and can easily edit 

them. User can hold copy of the sent mails in Giden Postalar box. If the 
user does not have enough time to finish writing mail and sending, s/he 

can save it as draft mail into Taslaklar box and sends it later. So many 
times we encounter with unnecessary mails. In this project we will use 

some tools that will detect such kind of mails and collect them in the 
Spam Kutusu. As we may need to take back mails that are deleted by 
mistake, deleted mails collected in the Cop Kutusu. User may be so tidy 
in his/her job; s/he may want to categorize mails. With Dizinler, s/he can 
do it. User can add new contacts and can easily edit them. Also user may 

select contacts from Hizli Kontaklar in order to send mail quickly. User 
can search mails in directories and mail boxes. To ease user’s job we will 

hold all the attachments separately and by the help of this user can search 
in attachments and pictures. User can make some filters to the incoming 

emails and can direct them. Some times user may go travel and need 
some static responses to the incoming mails. Then they can use 

Otomatik Cevaplandirma in our system and by defining criteria they 
can travel cheerfully. User can delete mails and can report mails if they 

are spam or not spam. Also in our system user may archive the selected 
mails and save them to their computer. User can mark mails as 

Okunmus, Okunmamis, Yildizli, and Yildizsiz and can select mails 
according to these properties. They can move mails as it can be seen in 

the Tasi… combo box from one directory to other. Besides user may have 
hundreds of mails, for that we serve mails page by page to increase the 
efficiency. Also by clicking Ayarlar at the top, s/he can change its user 
settings. Also s/he can log out by using Cikis. 
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Descriptions: 

 

Let me explain the above one. User can write new mails (also not 
written above but user will be able to reply / reply to all / forward mails). 

They can save mails as draft. Also they can add attachments. User can 
use rich text functionality and needs spell check after finish writing. 
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User can use directories to be tidy. S/he can add new directories, 
search directories. User will be able to mark all the mails in selected 

directories as Okunmus, Okunmamis, Yildizli, and Yildizsiz in Dizin 
Islemleri… combo box. Also s/he can empty selected directories. 
Archiving mails can be done after selecting directories and clicking 

Arsivle.   
 

 
 

Descriptions: 

 
User can hold contacts/contact lists to save the address of friends. 

After that s/he can directly access to these contacts/contact lists and mail 

to them. Most of the parts of the above interface are the same and 
explained before (we think that standardization is important and tried to 

do them similar. So that user can be adapted to our system happily). The 
different part is Dosyadan Ekle. Here we will serve mechanism to save 
contacts to files and after if necessary user can add them back to the 
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system. User can put some of the contacts into Hizli Kontaklar by 
selecting from Hizli Kontak Secenekleri… combo box. S/he can put 
important contacts to the Hizli Kontaklar by selecting Her zaman, or 
sometimes s/he can use Hicbir zaman or Auto settings. User can change 
the locations of the contacts in the Settings… combo box. User can move 
contacts from one contact lists to other or to new contact lists. Also s/he 

can select, delete contacts. 
 

 
 

Descriptions: 

 
Detailed searching is very important. Users so many times need 

that. Here we have some ideas to help them. As it can be seen easily, 
s/he can search mails in selected directories. After searching s/he can put 

listed mails into newly created directory. The system checks written 
keywords in Gonderen, Alicilar, Konu, and Posta Metni fields. It also 
compares values with the Eklenti field and also look for the related time 
interval. From the Aranacak Posta Secenekleri… combo box user may 
select properties of mails (i.e  Okunmus, Yildizli…)  
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Descriptions: 

 

Picture search is very useful part of our project. So many times, to 
find the picture in the attachments of mails, we searched all the mails with 

attachments. User can search pictures and archive selected pictures.  
 

 

 
 

Descriptions: 

 
 Attachment search is very important. User can search in 

attachments and archive selected attachments. Sort according to their 
name, topic date etc. User can see which attachment in which place. We 

will provide some useful information about locations and properties of 
attachments that correspond to search. (i.e we show the number of 

contacts in directories or types of contacts and dates etc…) 
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Descriptions: 

 

 Filtering is a very popular and useful idea. Most important thing in 
filtering is forwarding mails and automatically deleting unwanted mails. As 

above, user can add more than one filter. User also can add new filters 
from file. After setting keywords, user determines what s/he wants to do 

with incoming mails that fit into defined filter. User can forward mails to 
different email addresses / email lists / news groups. Also s/he can move 

mails to defined directory instead of Gelen Kutusu. Setting filters active 
or deactivate is important and user can edit these options. Also user can 

delete filters. 
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Descriptions: 

 
Otomatik Cevaplandirma is a mechanism that mostly used when 

user go on a holiday. User can add new Otomatik Eposta. After addition 
user can activate or deactivate it. Besides s/he can archive or delete 
them. 
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Descriptions: 

 
Generally we are bored when we have to fill so many text boxes, 

combo boxes and so on. We minimized settings for user not let him/her be 
bored. User can add more than one email to our system. S/he can edit 

name and picture in the system. Can put signature that shown at the end 
of each mail. Also user can set the number of the mails per page. 

 

5.4 - GUIs Related To Mail Lists – (Groups): 

 

 Descriptions: 

 

Here, we used Grup instead of Eposta Listesi as users adapted this 

usage. User will define his/her groups. S/he can add new groups and edit 

settings of the groups. Also s/he checks the Profilim for changing 

personal information. User can search groups that are defined in our 

system or use detailed search if necessary. User can leave groups, edit 

groups.  
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 Descriptions: 

 
In Genel Grup Ozellikleri window, user can add new mail to the 

group. Add new file and poll to the system. S/he can follow members from 

Member link and also response to Bekleyenler. As it is important to find 

uploaded files, attachments, polls, pictures and so on, we can so detailed 

search. User can archive mails in the group and delete mails if the settings 

let. Another useful thing is the message calendar that shows the numbers 

of incoming mails in months. User can sort rows according to their to, 

konu¸ date, and size. User can change his/her personal settings from 

Ayarlar  from the left-top. Also some useful information about groups can 

be put at the left of the page.  
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Descriptions: 

 

Instead of writing mails in the webmail user interface, user can 

directly and easily post mails to the groups. Also s/he can add so many 

attachments. To and From settings will be defined beforehand. 
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 Descriptions: 

 

User can select / deselect file name. User can archive files in 

desktop computer not to lose any data. Sort files according to their 

Dosya Adi, Gonderen, Konu, and Date. Also it can be edited. 

User can delete unnecessary lectures, Haftalik Toplanti. Important 

part will be anahtar kelime for files. It must be consistent for files. 
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Descriptions: 

 

Users can share their opinions by adding polls. Define the settings of 

polls and may be transfer the mail to the owner of the group. We also 

categorized polls and by clicking Arsivle we can take all the mails to our 

computer harddisk. We can delete polls. We can search for polls. 
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Descriptions: 

 

Members of the group can be seen in the above interface. We can 

delete and ban members. We can decide what to do on Bekleyenler. We 

can change Yasaklananlar list. We have 3 kinds of membership types. 

These are Grup Sahibi, Uye ve Digerleri. We can search selected eposta 

from Uye Ara combo box.  
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Descriptions: 

 

This page is the opening page of the Grups. User can add new grup 

from “Yeni Grup”. Users must be accessed. In the Duzey Tipleri… we 

hold the settings for gmail. User must be passing from the control picture 

before getting the mail list. User can add new users. User can invite or 

sometimes add new eposta adresleri. Also users put some welcome 

text.  
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Descriptions: 

 

 As we said earlier, we have seen searching in detail. User checks 

written keywords with Gonderen contain or not, Alicilar contain or not, 

Konu contain or not, Posta Metni contain or not, Eklenti yok contain or 

not, time interval. 
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Descriptions: 

 

User can search groups in our system. S/he can search groups 

according to the group name, group subject, owner of the group, the 

number of the member, the interval of the opening dates. After setting 

these properties, we will search and clear. 

 

 

 

Descriptions: 

 

We have written the important settings for user and owner of the 

group. User can change its own profile which contains name, nick, 

location, superscription, and web site, others… User can be easily adding 

extra eposta adresleri into their profile. Sometimes users may not want 

any invitations and any automatic adding to the groups, so s/he can block 

these properties. 
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Descriptions: 

 

Group owner can delete group by clicking Grubu Sil. Member can 

leave grubu by just clicking Grubu Terket. Grup owner can change Grup 

name, Grup Epostalari, Grubun Tanimi, Erisim Duzeyleri. After 

clicking Degisiklikleri Kaydet all the settings applied to the current 

views. Also user can edit file settings and poll settings as can be seen at 

right. Also if user wants, s/he can let other people know changes in the 

system. 


